Thanks to participants for joining this session.
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Transport of radioactive waste entails different risks from
transport of radioactive commodities that are uniform in
composition and are well characterized. Radioactive waste
generally contains a complex mixture of radioisotopes. Its
components are difficult to characterize and pose a range of
significant hazards in the event of accidental release. The lack
of regulations and standards specific to transport of radioactive
waste creates unacceptable risks to conveyers, first responders,
and the general public. Transport of radioactive waste should
not take place without strong justification, full transparency,
and public input.
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Some will remember the January 2000 MOX fuel incident. Jean
Chretien had agreed to see if waste plutonium from dismantled
U.S. and Russian nuclear weapons could be used as mixed oxide
fuel in CANDU reactors.
U.S. regulations prohibit air shipment of plutonium. The U.S.
trucked the plutonium from New Mexico to Sault Ste. Marie.
Transport Canada had agreed not to ship the plutonium by air.
But the CNSC’s predecessor quietly sent a letter saying the fuel
packaging could withstand most accident conditions in air
transport. Transport Canada backed down. The plutonium was
put in a helicopter and flown to Chalk River.
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Ever since the MOX incident Transport Canada has deferred to
CNSC on matters related to shipments of radioactive materials.
Memorandum of Understanding between the CNSC and
Transport Canada, 2018
http://www.nuclearsafety.gc.ca/eng/pdfs/MoUAgreements/2018-Memorandum-of-Understanding(MOU)Between-Transport-Canada-and-the-CNSC-eng.pdf?ver=2
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Canada needs polices specific to transport of radioactive waste.
Wastes should not be transported unless they have been fully
characterized, emergency response plans are in place in case of
an accident, and the recipient has approved measures for longterm management and record-keeping.
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People in vehicles adjacent to a truck carrying radioactive
waste are exposed to gamma radiation that penetrates the
walls of the waste containers.
Individual exposure is related to direction of travel and
duration of exposure. Total radiation exposure, or population
dose, is related to the average individual exposure times the
number of people exposed.

.
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As noted earlier, CNSC now controls nearly all matters related to
radioactive material transport. Transport Canada is only
involved in emergency response.
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Guides 161 to 166 in Transport Canada’s Emergency Response
Guidebook deal with radioactive materials. Guide 163 warns
that life-threatening conditions may result from release of
package contents, that not all radioactive materials are easily
detected, and that water from fire control may cause pollution.
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CNL’s Integrated Waste Strategy, which has not been consulted
on or approved by the federal government, calls for shipping
federal radioactive waste to Chalk River, including high-level fuel
waste for consolidated interim storage.
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This is a proposed transport container for high level fuel waste.
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CNL is already shipping Whiteshell low- and intermediate-level
waste 1900 kilometers along the Trans-Canada Highway to Chalk
River. CNL receives additional shipments of commercial waste for
storage at Chalk River. These wastes, some imported from around
the world, become the property of the federal government.
When it was noted at a 2019 CNSC hearing that the 46 planned
shipments of high-level waste to Chalk River were never approved
by the government and there had been no consultation about
them, AECL responded that they accepted them. CNL said it
decides whether to notify the public on a case-by-case basis. CNL
added that it is working with NWMO to facilitate transport of highlevel waste. CNSC said that the waste packages assure safety. CNSC
cited an incident when a truck carrying a high-risk source caught
fire and melted but the package and source were unaffected.
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Canadians were horrified and first responders were shocked by
a November 2017 fiery crash involving tanker trucks and several
cars on a highway north of Toronto. Would radioactive waste
containers remain intact in such a scenario?
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CNL is piling up trailer loads of radioactive building demolition
wastes from Whiteshell and Chalk River. It plans to drive them
directly into a giant mound, mix them with other radioactive
waste, and abandon the trailers and their contents.
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In a rare victory for public safety, First Nations and environmental
groups blocked Ontario Power Generation plans to ship
radioactive steam generators through the Great Lakes, St.
Lawrence, and across the Atlantic Ocean to Sweden for metal
recycling.
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We recommend that the federal government and Transport
Canada re-engage in the regulation of radioactive waste
transport. Wastes should not be transported unless this will
result in demonstrable improvements in security and
environmental protection. Contents of waste shipments should
be fully disclosed so that health risks can be assessed and first
responders can respond appropriately to emergencies. A new
radioactive waste classification scheme should be developed
that addresses health and environmental considerations.
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